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                 Please read the attachment files to find the correct answers to the question/ worksheet. Give a short answer to each question (Use whole sentences!) Harlem Stride and Boogie Woogie Worksheet: 1. Descr                Please read the attachment files to find the correct answers to the question/ worksheet. Give a short answer to each question (Use whole sentences!) Harlem Stride and Boogie Woogie Worksheet: 1. Descr

                The piano players and their styles help to point out that jazz did not develop in a vacuum. The  horn based collective improvisation of the New Orleans and Chicago styles, the ragtime influenced stride style and the blues influence boogie woogie style all are happening at the same time. Musicians and  audiences absorbed and assimilated all of these styles. Usually successful musical or artistic endeavors in general will have just the right combination of familiar and new sounds. Too much of one o r the other  will cause your art to be both stale and boring, or so “out there” that nobody will understand it.   YouTube is loaded with great clips of all these people (and just about anyone else). I hope you  get inspired to take a little YouTube adventure and check out the various people we study and some of  the related videos that they lead you to.            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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